
FEATURE VALVES
ARVALV

THE MINING STANDARD
Slurry Valve

THE AFRICAN VALVE FOR
AFRICAN CONDITIONS

ARVALV THROUGH paRTED
KNIFE GATE VALVES
• Major markets: paper, chemical,. . .

power, mining
• Size range 50mm to 500mm
• Pressure rating PN10
• Innovative pressure assisted

sealing systems
• Streamlined flow passage
• Bi-directional shutoff
• Fully adjustable packing
• Stem protection
• Actuators: manual, electric,

pneumatic, chain-wheel, hydraulic

DeZURIK
THE MINING STANDARD

Slurry Valve
KGC CAST STAINLESS STEEL
KNIFE GATE VALVES
• Major markets: chemical, mining,

power, solids handling, OEM ~j
• Size range 50mm to 900mm 'V"
• Pressure rating PN10 fI
• One-piece cast, corrosion resistant body
• Packing system ensures long-life seal
• Raised seat face for positive seating
• Actuators: Manual, electric, pneumatic,

hydraulic

HIGH-
PERFORMANCE

soft seat and metal seat - .
zero leakage

ECCENTRIC
PLUG VALVES

for sewage, sludge and
slurry applications
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Local mining
conditions inspire
pinch-valve industry

Guy Copans I Features Reporter

South Africa's mining condi-
tions, which require the exten-
sive pumping of slurries, have

inspired the development of a world-
class, high-pressure pinch valve
industry, and supplier Corflex Engi-
neering, of Germiston, which sup-
plies pinch valves for low and high
pressures, prides itself on the fact that
its high-pressure valves are suitable
for extremely high pressures.
Corflex MD Chris Webber says

that the company's pinch valve
sleeves are manufactured by Dunlop
Africa, according to the standards
ofthe International Standards Organis-
ation, on its specialised tooling, STRONG ENOUGH TO TAKE THE PINCH
and that every pm~h valv~ sleeve of Corflex's 300-mm pinch valves are suitable for pressures of up to
ISOmm and larger IS physically pres- 50 bar, with a sleeve test pressure of 101 bar
sure-tested to two times the sleeves'
rated working pressure.
Pinch valve sleeves are hand-built, and Webber

believes that the two times test pressure, which
also conforms to high-quality hose manufacturing
standards, should be the minimum requirement for
safety standards. In its tests, he says, the company
found that pressure failure of its sleeves is in ex-
cess of three times the maximum recommended
.working pressure. He comments that a minimum
of two times pressure durability on pinch valves
is essential in ensuring safety.
Webber says that pinch valve casings should

be strong enough to contain the valve sleeve test
pressure, This ensures that the casings do not
burst apart, causing possible injury in the event
of a sudden sleeve failure.
The forces to close and seal pinch valves are

high, and increase greatly with size and pressure,
notes Webber. With these high forces, he says, the
closing mechanism should also be of sufficient
strength to prevent it from breaking apart and
causing possible injury. The constraints on the
forces to close the pinch valve are a challenge for
Corflex, as, without these constraints, the company
could potentially manufacture pinch valve sleeves
for even higher pressures, maintains Webber.
A pinch valve comprises three parts, namely

a rubber sleeve, a pincher mechanism and an
enclosed valve body or open frame. The sleeve is
reinforced with steel wire, which provides it with
robust strength. Webber says that good-quality
pinch valves have a longer life and require less

maintenance than any other valve used on slurries,
as the valve in a fully opened position is similar
to a rubber-lined pipe, and therefore does not
wear easily.
The development of high-pressure pinch valves

in South Africa is largely owing to the extensive
number of slurry pipelines in South Africa, and
operations such as the Ergo gold-tailings treat-
ment facility, which, when fully operational, had
to pump slurries over long distances. It originally
used steel valves, but these proved maintenance
intensive and the company, therefore, decided to
invest in a slurry valve able to handle high pres-
sures. Webber notes that nearly every large-scale
mine in South Africa, including many others in
Africa, use its pinch valves, as well as many other
mines and allied industries around the world,
including Australia, the UK, Israel and Canada.
The company has been exporting valves since
the mid-1980s.
Corflex's most successful supplying project to

date, says Webber, has arguably been the valves
supplied on the Ergo tailings facility, which was
the largest slurry pumping scheme in the world
at that time. Virtually every grain of sand went
through Corflex's pinch valves at pressures
between 3 bar and 50 bar, he says.
Webber started Corflex Engineering in 1981,

and has been manufacturing pinch valves for the
slurry industry since its inception.
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